
Bent Leg Prone Position
In the Bent Leg Prone Position, the body lies at an angle of about 5 to 10 degrees with the line of 
aim. The spine is straight. 

The left leg is relaxed, drawn-up slightly. 
The left foot should be straight back or bent to the right. 
The left heel does not touch the ground. 

The right leg angles away from the spine with the knee bent and the body rolled on the left side. 
The left elbow is beneath and slightly to the outside of the rifle. 

Competitors may lie on the bare surface of the firing point or they may use a mat. The body will be 
extended on the firing point with the head toward the target. The BB gun will be supported by both 
hands and one shoulder only. The cheek may be placed against the rifle stock in the sighting 
position. 
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Th e BB gun may be held by the means of a sling. 
Th e BB gun may not touch or rest against any 
other points or object. Competitors’ forearms 
must be clearly and visibly raised from the surface 
of the firing point. Competitors’ forward forearm 
may not form an angle less than 30 degrees from 
the horizontal on which 
the elbows rest.
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Prone Position

Positions - The positions used in the match shall be stated in the 
program under conditions of the match and must be in accord with the  
defi nitions of positions prescribed in this section.

5.1 Ground - All reference to ‘the ground’ in the following posi- 
tion rules are to be construed as the surface of the fi ring point, fl oor,  
or shooting mats. No portion of the competitor’s body may contact the  
ground ahead of the fi ring line (see also Rule 6.1), although those por- 
tions of the competitor’s body or rifl e which do not contact the ground  
may extend ahead of the fi ring line.

5.2 Artifi cial Support - The use of any supporting surface except  
the ground and not specifi cally authorized in these rules is prohibited.  
The digging or use of holes for the elbows, arms, legs, or heels is pro-
hibited. The use of artifi cial support is prohibited except as authorized  
for a physically disabled competitor (see Rule 13.1).

5.6 Prone - Competitors may lie on the bare surface of the fi ring  
point or they may use a mat. The body will be extended on the fi ring 
point with the head toward the target. The BB gun will be supported by 
both hands and one shoulder only. The cheek may be placed against the  
rifl e stock in the sighting position. The BB gun may be held by means 
of a sling. The BB gun may not touch or rest against any other point or  
object. Competitors’ forearms must be clearly and visibly raised from  
the surface of the fi ring point. Competitors’ forward forearm may not  
form an angle less than 30 degrees from the horizontal (fl oor or mat),  
on which the elbows rest (measured through the axis of the forearm). 
(Left handed competitors reverse these descriptions.)





There	are	a	number	of	acceptable	different	holds	to	support	the	rifle	such	as	“split	finger”	and	“clinched 
fist.” 
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Place your feet about shoulder 
width apart. Legs should be 
straight but knees are not in a 
locked position. Th e left  elbow 
should be directly under the 
gun. Th e spine should be bent 
back over the hips with shoul-
ders twisted toward the target. 
Th e left  hand should be spread 
along the forearm, supported 
by the fi ngers, with the thumb 
supporting the trigger guard. 
Weight should be shift ed to 
the left  foot with  body moving 
away from the target. 

Instruction of the Standing Position

Competitors shall stand free with both feet completely on the ground. Th e sling cannot be used.

Right-handed shooters stand facing about 90 degrees to the right of the line of fi re. 

(Left	-handed	shooters	stand	to	the	left		of	the	line	of	aim,	and	will	change	the	following	instructions	
accordingly.)

Standing Position

5.12  Standing  - The competitor shall stand free with both feet 
completely on the ground. The BB gun shall be held with both hands  
and the shoulder, or the upper half of the upper arm closest to the 
shoulder, the cheek and the part of the chest next to the shoulder. The  
upper left arm and elbow may be supported on the chest or on the  
hip. The sling cannot be used. (Left handed competitors reverse these  
descriptions.)





Th e first position is called the 
Crossed Ankle or Extended Position.
Right-handed shooters sit at a 45 degree angle to the right 
of the line of aim.  Left t handed shooters sit at a 45 degree 
angle to the left .  Legs crossed at the ankles and 
extended away from the body. 
Lean forward with back straight. 
Rest your elbows on the inside of the knees. 

Th e second is called the Crossed 
Leg or Closed Position 
Th e body of a right-handed shooter faces 45 to 60 degrees 
right of the line of aim. 
Th e legs are crossed. 
Th e outside of each foot rests on the ground and supports 
the knees. 
Th e elbows are placed on or near the knees and form 
triangles to support the rifle. 
Th e left  elbow is directly under the rifle. 

The weight of the body is supported on the buttocks and 
the feet or ankles.  No other portion of the body touching 
the ground or mat. The BB gun will be supported by both 
hands and one shoulder only. Elbows may rest on the legs 
at any point above the ankles. (The elbow is defined as 4 
inches from the point of the arm when bent.) No portion of 
a competitor’s foot may cross the firing line.
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Sitting Position

• 5.8 Sitting - Weight of the body supported on the buttocks and
the feet or ankles, no other portion of the body touching the ground.  
The BB gun will be supported by both hands and one shoulder only.  
Elbows may rest on the legs at any point above the ankles. (The elbow  
is defi ned as 4 inches from the point of the arm when bent.) No portion  
of a competitor’s foot may cross the fi ring line.





Left -handed shooters will 
be at a 45 degree angle 
to the left .  Use your 
left  knee, and change 
the above instructions 
accordingly.

Th e High Kneeling Position 

Right-handed shooters kneel at a 45 degree angle to the right of the line of aim.
(Kneeling	at	a	45	degree	angle	to	the	right	means	to	kneel	45	degrees	to	the	right	of	the	target.)

If a kneeling roll is used in the High Kneeling position, the right instep rests directly 
across the roll with the toes of the right foot touching the ground. 
Rest on the right knee which is well under the right arm. 

Th e left  knee is bent so that the lower leg is in a vertical position. 
Th e left  arm is well under the gun. 
Th e left  elbow rests naturally, ahead of or behind the fl at spot on top of the left  knee. 

that	for	some	shooters,	it	is	very	diffi		cult	to	sit	on	their	foot.)
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Kneeling Position

Th e Kneeling Position
Right-handed shooters, you will reach a proper kneeling position at a 45 degree angle to the target 
to the right of the line of aim and dropping to your right knee.

Th e left foot should be extended as far forward as is comfortable. 
Th e  right leg is placed fl at on the fl oor or ground. 
Th e shooter sits on the right foot which is fl at on the ground, 
rotated inward. Th e right elbow is free and not supported. 
Th e  left  knee supports the left  elbow. 



Th  e left  elbow should be supported on the left  knee. Th e point of the elbow may not be more than 10 
cms. (3.9	inches) from the point of the knee. 

The BB gun may be held by means of the sling. If the kneeling roll is placed under the instep of the 
right foot, the foot may not be turned at an angle of more than 45 degrees.

If the kneeling roll is not used, the foot may be positioned at any angle, to include placing the side of 
the foot and the lower leg is in contact with the ground. No portion of the upper leg or buttocks may 
touch the ground at any point. Competitors may kneel completely on the mat or they may only have 
one or two of the three points on contact (toe,	knee,	foot) on the mat.  No portion of competitor’s 
foot may cross the firing line.

(Left	-handed	shooters	reverse	these	descriptions.)

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

5.10 Kneeling - The competitor shall touch the ground with the  
right foot, the right knee and the left foot. The BB gun shall be held  
in the same way as when shooting in the prone position, i.e., with both  
hands and the right shoulder. The left elbow shall be supported on the  
left knee. The point of the elbow may not be more than 10 cms (3.9  
inches) from the point of the knee. The BB gun may be held by means  
of the sling. If the kneeling roll is placed under the instep of the right      



Slide the loop up onto the arm and position it above the bicep muscle.
Now assume the prone position. 
Tighten the loop so that it does not slip. 
Th e left  hand is swung over the sling. 
This	basic	sling	position	is	used	for	three	shooting	positions.	The sling,	while	in	use,	must	be	taut	to	be	
eff	ective.

This may feel uncomfortable at first, but after a while you will get used to it. Remember, the sling is 
used to give you better support of the rifle. 
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Use of a Sling 
To be a serious competitor, you must know how to properly use a sling.  You cannot win a shooting 
competition which allows slings if you do not use and know how to use a sling.  Th e AVANTI 
Champion, model 499 comes with a web sling.

Th e purpose of the sling is to hold the gun in a steady position by attaching the sling to both your 
arm and around your hand that supports the gun forearm.

To Use this Sling
Loosen the clasp and let the sling hang loose. 
Give the loop, formed by the clasp, a half turn before inserting the hand into the loop. 

Using a Sling
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